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Abstract
The Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) is the problem of nding the minimal cost
assignment of jobs to machines such that each job is assigned to exactly one machine, subject to
capacity restrictions on the machines. We propose a class of greedy algorithms for the GAP. A
family of weight functions is dened to measure a pseudo-cost of assigning a job to a machine.
This weight function in turn is used to measure the desirability of assigning each job to each
of the machines. The greedy algorithm then schedules jobs according to a decreasing order
of desirability. A relationship with the partial solution given by the LP-relaxation of the GAP
is found, and we derive conditions under which the algorithm is asymptotically optimal in a
probabilistic sense. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Generalized Assignment Problem; Greedy heuristic; Asymptotic feasibility;
Asymptotic optimality
1. Introduction
In the Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) there are jobs which need to be
processed and machines which can process these jobs. Each machine has a given
capacity, and the processing time of each job depends on the machine that processes
that job. The GAP is then the problem of assigning each job to exactly one machine,
so that the total cost of processing the jobs is minimized and each machine does
not exceed its available capacity. The problem can be formulated as an integer linear
programming problem as follows:
min
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
cijxij
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s:t:
nX
j=1
aijxij6bi; i = 1; : : : ; m;
mX
i=1
xij = 1; j = 1; : : : ; n;
xij 2 f0; 1g; i = 1; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; n;
where the cost coecients cij, the requirement coecients aij, and the capacity param-
eters bi are all non-negative.
The GAP was dened by Ross and Soland [16], and is inspired by real-life prob-
lems such as assigning jobs to computer networks (see [1]), xed charge plant location
where customer requirements must be satised by a single plant (see [8]), and the Sin-
gle Sourcing Problem (see [4]). Other applications that have been studied are routing
problems (see [6]), and the p-median problem (see [17]). Various approaches can
be found to solve this problem, some of which were summarized by Cattrysse and
Van Wassenhove [3]. Due to its interest, this problem has been studied extensively
from an algorithmic point of view. Nevertheless, these algorithms suer from the
NP-Hardness of the GAP (see [7]). This means that computational requirements for
solving this problem tend to increase very quickly with only a modest increase in the
size of the problem. Actually, the GAP is NP-Hard in the strong sense since the de-
cision problem associated with the feasibility of the GAP is anNP-Complete problem
(see [11]).
Stochastic models for the GAP have been proposed by Dyer and Frieze [5], and
Romeijn and Piersma [15]. In the latter paper a probabilistic analysis of the optimal
solution of the GAP under these models was performed, studying the asymptotic behav-
ior of the optimal solution value as the number of jobs n (the parameter measuring the
size of the problem) goes to innity. Furthermore, a tight condition on the stochastic
model under which the GAP is feasible with probability one when n goes to innity
is derived.
In this paper we develop a class of greedy algorithms for the GAP, using a similar
approach as for the Multi-Knapsack Problem (see [12,13]). As for the probabilistic
analysis of the GAP, the fact that not all instances of the problem are feasible creates
signicant challenges.
The greedy algorithms proceed as follows: given a vector of multipliers (each cor-
responding to a machine), a weight function is dened to measure the pseudo-cost
of assigning a job to a machine. This weight function is used to assign a desirability
measure to each possible assignment of a job to a machine. The jobs are then assigned
in decreasing order of the desirabilities. A similar idea was introduced by Martello and
Toth [10], and in fact some of the weight functions proposed by them are elements of
our family of weight functions.
In Section 2 of the paper we analyze the LP-relaxation of the GAP and its dual. In
Section 3 we introduce the class of greedy algorithms, and show a relationship with
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the partial solution obtained by the LP-relaxation of the GAP when the multipliers are
chosen equal to the optimal dual variables corresponding to the capacity constraints.
We also give a geometrical interpretation of the algorithm, and show that, for a xed
number of machines, the best set of multipliers can be found in polynomial time. In
Section 4 we show that, for large problem instances, the heuristic nds a feasible and
optimal solution with probability one if the set of multipliers is chosen equal to the
optimal dual variables corresponding to the capacity constraints. Moreover, conditions
are given under which there exists a unique vector of multipliers, only depending on the
number of machines and the probabilistic model for the parameters of the problem, so
that the corresponding heuristic is asymptotically feasible and optimal. Finally, Section
5 contains a short summary.
2. LP-relaxation
The linear programming relaxation (LPR) of the GAP reads
min
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
cijxij
s:t: (LPR)
nX
j=1
aijxij6bi; i = 1; : : : ; m; (1)
mX
i=1
xij = 1; j = 1; : : : ; n;
xij>0; i = 1; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; n:
Throughout this section we will assume that (LPR) has a feasible solution.
If the optimal solution for (LPR), say xLPR, does not contain any fractional variable,
then this clearly is the optimal solution for the GAP as well. In general, however, this
will not be the case. We call a job j a non-split job of (LPR) if there exists an index i
such that xLPRij =1. The remaining jobs, called split jobs, are assigned to more than one
machine. In the following, we show a relationship between the number of split jobs,
the number of split assignments, and the number of machines used to full capacity.
Let F be the set of fractional variables in the optimal solution of (LPR), xLPR, S the
set of split jobs in xLPR, and M the set of machines used to full capacity in xLPR, i.e.
F = f(i; j): 0<xLPRij < 1g;
S = fj: 9(i; j) 2 Fg;
M =
8<
:i:
nX
j=1
aijxLPRij = bi
9=
; :
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Lemma 2.1. If (LPR) is non-degenerate; then for the optimal solution xLPR of (LPR)
we have
jF j= jM j+ jSj:
Proof. Denote the surplus variables corresponding to the capacity constraints (1) by
si (i = 1; : : : ; m). (LPR) can then be reformulated as
min
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
cijxij
s:t:
nX
j=1
aijxij + si = bi; i = 1; : : : ; m;
mX
i=1
xij = 1; j = 1; : : : ; n;
xij>0; i = 1; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; n;
si>0; i = 1; : : : ; m:
Let (xLPR ; sLPR) be the optimal solution of (LPR). Then, the set M dened above is
equal to the set of indices i where sLPRi = 0.
Under non-degeneracy, the number of non-zero variables in (xLPR ; sLPR) is equal to
n+m, the number of constraints in (LPR). The number of non-zero assignment variables
is equal to (n− jSj) + jF j, where the rst term corresponds to the variables satisfying
xLPRij =1, and the second term to the fractional assignment variables. Furthermore, there
are m− jM j non-zero surplus variables. Thus we obtain
n+ m= (n− jSj) + jF j+ (m− jM j)
which implies the desired result.
Some properties will be derived for the dual programming problem correspond-
ing to (LPR). Let (D) denote the dual problem of (LPR). Problem (D) can be
formulated as
max
nX
j=1
vj −
mX
i=1
bii
s:t: (D)
vj6cij + aiji; i = 1; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; n;
i>0; i = 1; : : : ; m;
vj free j = 1; : : : ; n:
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Under non-degeneracy of (LPR), non-split jobs can be distinguished from split jobs
using the dual optimal solution, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that (LPR) is non-degenerate. Let xLPR be the optimal so-
lution of (LPR) and (D; vD) be the optimal solution of (D). Then;
(i) For each j 62 S; xLPRij = 1 if and only if
cij + Di aij =mins
(csj + Ds asj);
and
cij + Di aij <mins 6=i
(csj + Ds asj):
(ii) For each j 2 S; there exists some i = 1; : : : ; m such that
cij + Di aij =mins 6=i
(csj + Ds asj):
Proof. First, observe that vDj =mins(csj+
D
s asj)>0 for each j=1; : : : ; n. Thus, without
loss of optimality, we can add to (D) non-negativity constraints for the variables vj. By
adding surplus variables sij to the constraints in (D), we obtain the following alternative
formulation of the dual problem.
max
nX
j=1
vj −
mX
i=1
bii
s:t:
vj + sij = cij + aiji; i = 1; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; n;
i>0; i = 1; : : : ; m;
vj>0; j = 1; : : : ; m;
sij>0; i = 1; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; n:
Let (D; vD; sD) be the optimal solution of (D). For each j 2 S there exists at least
two variables xLPRij that are strictly positive. Hence, by the complementary slackness
conditions, there exists at least two variables sDij that are equal to zero. This proves
claim (ii).
To prove claim (i), it is enough to show that for each j 62 S there exists exactly one
variable sDij that is equal to zero. By the complementary slackness conditions we know
that there exists at least one such variable. It thus remains to show the uniqueness,
which we will do by counting the variables that are zero in the vector (D; vD; sD).
There are at least m− jM j variables Di , jF j variables sDij corresponding to j 2 S, and
n− jSj variables sDij corresponding to j 62 S that are equal to zero. Thus, in total, there
are at least (m− jM j) + jF j+ (n− jSj) =m+ n zeroes in the dual solution, where the
equality follows from Lemma 2.1. So, these are exactly all the variables at level zero
in the vector (D; vD; sD). Then, for each j 62 S there exists exactly one variable sDij=0,
and statement (i) follows.
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3. A class of greedy algorithms
3.1. Existing greedy algorithms
Martello and Toth [10] propose a heuristic for the GAP that is based on an ordering
of the jobs. There, the assignment of job j to machine i is measured by a weight
function f(i; j). For each job, the dierence between the second smallest and smallest
values of f(i; j) is computed, and the jobs are assigned in decreasing order of this
dierence. That is, for each job the desirability of assigning that job to its best machine
is given by
j =max
i
min
s 6=i
(f(s; j)− f(i; j))
or
j =min
s 6=ij
f(s; j)− f(ij; j);
where
ij = argmin
i
f(i; j):
Due to capacity constraints on the machines, and given a job j, the index i can assume
the values of all feasible machines for that job, i.e., those machines that have sucient
capacity to process it.
Examples of the weight function f(i; j) used by Martello and Toth [10] are
(i) f(i; j) = cij,
(ii) f(i; j) = aij,
(iii) f(i; j) = aij=bi, and
(iv) f(i; j) =−cij=aij.
The motivation for choosing weight function (i) is that it is desirable to assign a
job to a machine that can process it as cheaply as possible, and the motivation for
weight functions (ii) and (iii) is that it is desirable to assign a job to a machine that
can process it using the least (absolute or relative) capacity. Weight function (iv) tries
to consider the eects of the previous weight functions jointly.
The greedy algorithm now reads:
Greedy algorithm
Step 0: Set J = f1; : : : ; ng, and b0i = bi for i = 1; : : : ; m.
Step 1: Let Fj = fi: aij  b0ig for j 2 J . If Fj = ; for some j 2 J : STOP, the
algorithm could not nd a feasible solution. Otherwise, let
ij = arg min
i2Fj
f(i; j) for j 2 J;
j = min
s2Fj
s 6=ij
f(s; j)− f(ij; j) for j 2 J:
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Step 2: Let |^ = argmaxj2J j, i.e., |^ is the job to be assigned next, to machine i|^:
xGi|^ |^ = 1;
xGi|^ = 0; for i = 1; : : : ; m; i 6= i|^;
b0i|^ = b
0
i|^ − ai|^ |^ ;
J = Jnf|^g:
Step 3: If J = ;: STOP; xG is a feasible solution to the GAP. Otherwise, go to Step
1.
In the next section we propose a new family of weight functions.
3.2. A new class of algorithms
As in weight function (iv) mentioned above, we would like to jointly take into
account the fact that it is desirable to assign a job to a machine with minimal cost and
minimal capacity. In order to achieve this, we dene the family of weight functions
ff(i; j):  2 Rm+g;
where
f(i; j) = cij + iaij:
Note that if i = 0 for all i, we obtain weight function (i). Furthermore, if i =M for
all i, we approach weight function (ii) as M grows large, whereas if i =M=bi for all
i we approach weight function (iii) as M increases.
For any non-negative vector , the weight function f denes a greedy algorithm, as
described in the previous section. However, in order to be able to analyze the algorithm
probabilistically, we modify it slightly as follows:
Modied greedy algorithm
Step 0: Set J = f1; : : : ; ng; b0i = bi for i = 1; : : : ; m, and Fj = f1; : : : ; mg.
Step 1: If Fj = ; for some j 2 J : STOP, the algorithm could not nd a feasible
solution. Otherwise, let
ij = arg min
i2Fj
f(i; j) for j 2 J;
j = min
s2Fj
s 6=ij
f(s; j)− f(ij; j) for j 2 J:
Step 2: Let |^ = argmaxj2J j, i.e., |^ is the job to be assigned next, to machine i|^. If
ai|^ |^ > b
0
i|^ then this assignment is not feasible; let Fj = fi: aij  b0ig for j 2 J
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and go to Step 1. Otherwise,
xMGi|^ |^ = 1;
xMGi|^ = 0; for i = 1; : : : ; m; i 6= i|^;
b0i|^ = b
0
i|^ − ai|^ |^ ;
J = Jnf|^g:
Step 3: If J =;: STOP; xMG is a feasible solution to the GAP. Otherwise, go to Step
1.
The dierence between this algorithm and the original greedy algorithm described in
Section 3.1 is twofold. Firstly, in the initial stage of the modied greedy algorithm the
capacity constraints are not taken into account when deciding which job to assign next.
Secondly, there is a dierence in the updating of the desirabilities j. In the original
greedy algorithm, these are updated after each assignment of a job to a machine. In the
modied greedy algorithm, the desirabilities are not updated as long as it is possible
to assign the job with the largest desirability to its most desirable machine. In the next
section we will discuss some properties of a specic choice for the vector .
3.3. Using the optimal dual vector
In the remainder of Section 3 we will derive some properties of the modied greedy
algorithm, analogously to the properties of a class generalized greedy algorithms for
the Multi-Knapsack Problem (see [13]).
The following proposition shows that the (partial) solution given by the modied
greedy algorithm and the optimal solution of (LPR) coincide for all the non-split jobs
in the optimal solution of (LPR), for a particular choice of the vector .
Let xLPR be the optimal solution for (LPR). Let (D; vD) be the optimal dual vector,
i.e., the optimal solution of (D) dened in Section 2. Let NS be the set of non-split
jobs of (LPR), i.e., NS = f1; : : : ; ngnS, where S was dened in Section 2. Let xMG
be the (partial) solution of the GAP obtained by the modied greedy algorithm when
= D.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that (LPR) is non-degenerate and feasible. If = D; then;
for all
xLPRij = 1) xMGij = 1:
Proof. Consider the initial values of j and ij (j = 1; : : : ; n) in the modied greedy
algorithm. The result then follows from the following claims:
(i) For all jobs j 2 NS, we have that xLPRijj =1, i.e., the non-split jobs in the solution
of (LPR) are assigned to the most desirable machine.
(ii) Capacity constraints are not violated for the partial solution given by the non-split
jobs j 2 NS.
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(iii) The modied greedy algorithm considers all non-split jobs j 2 NS before the split
jobs j 2 S.
Claim (i) follows directly from Proposition 2.2(i) and the denition of the desir-
abilities j. Claim (ii) follows from the feasibility of xLPR with respect to the capacity
constraints. By again using Proposition 2.2, it follows that j > 0 for all j 2 NS, and
j = 0 for all j 2 S, so that claim (iii) follows. Thus, all jobs j 2 NS are assigned in
the same way by (LPR) and the modied greedy algorithm.
3.4. Geometrical interpretation of the algorithm
In this section we will show how the modied greedy algorithm can be interpreted
geometrically. To this end, dene, for each job j, a set of (m − 1)m points Pjis 2
Rm+1 (i; s= 1; : : : ; m; s 6= i) as follows:
(Pjis)‘ =
8>><
>>:
aij if ‘ = i;
−asj if ‘ = s;
cij − csj if ‘ = m+ 1;
0 otherwise:
Now consider  2 Rm and the corresponding weight function f(i; j) = cij + iaij.
Furthermore, dene a hyperplane in Rm+1 with normal vector (; 1), i.e., a hyperplane
of the form(
p 2 Rm+1:
mX
‘=1
‘p‘ + pm+1 = C
)
: (2)
Observe that this hyperplane passes through the point Pjis if
C = iaij − sasj + cij − csj
=f(i; j)− f(s; j):
So, if machine i is preferred over machine s for processing job j by the weight function
f (i.e., f(i; j)<f(s; j)) then the point Pjis lies below the hyperplane of the form
(2) with C = 0, whereas otherwise the point Pjsi lies above it.
Now let C be a (negative) constant such that none of the points Pijs lie in the
half-space(
p 2 Rm+1:
mX
‘=1
‘p‘ + pm+1  C
)
(3)
and for the moment disregard the capacity constraints of the machines. When C is
increased from this initial value, the corresponding half-space starts containing points
Pjis. The interpretation of this is that whenever a point Pjis is reached by the hyperplane
dening the half-space, machine i is preferred over machine s for processing job j with
respect to the weight function f. As soon as the half-space contains, for some j and
some i, all points Pjis (s 6= i), machine i is preferred to all other machines, and job j
is assigned to machine i.
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Now let us see in what order the jobs are assigned to machines. If for some job
j and some machine i all points of the form Pjis are contained in the half-space (3),
then
C>max
s 6=i
(f(i; j)− f(s; j)):
The rst time this occurs for some machine i is if
C =min
i
max
s 6=i
(f(i; j)− f(s; j))
or, equivalently,
C =−max
i
min
s 6=i
(f(s; j)− f(i; j))
=−j:
Finally, the rst job for which this occurs is the job for which the above value of
C is minimal, or for which j is maximal. Thus, when capacity constraints are not
considered, the movement of the hyperplane orders the jobs in the same way as the
desirabilities j.
The modication of the geometrical version of the algorithm to include capacity
constraints is straightforward. As soon as the geometrical algorithm would like to
assign a job to a machine with insucient remaining capacity, all points corresponding
to this combination are removed, and the algorithm continues in the same way as
before. If at some point all points corresponding to a job have been removed, this job
cannot be scheduled feasibly and the algorithm terminates. In this way we precisely
obtain the modied greedy algorithm.
3.5. Computational complexity of nding optimal multipliers
The performance of the modied greedy algorithm depends on the choice of a
non-negative vector  2 Rm. Obviously, we would like to choose this vector  in
such a way that the solution obtained is the one with the smallest objective function
value attainable by the class of algorithms. Make the dependence on the solution found
by the modied greedy algorithm on  explicit by denoting this solution by xMGij ().
Then dene for all vectors  2 Rm+
zMG() =
8><
>:
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
cijxMGij () if the modied greedy algorithm is feasible for ;
1 otherwise:
If there exists a vector >0 with zMG()<1 (in other words, the algorithm gives a
feasible solution of the GAP for ), we can dene the best vector, ~, as the minimizer
of zMG() over all the non-negative vectors  2 Rm (if this minimum exists), i.e.,
zMG( ~) = min
2Rm+
zMG():
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The following result shows how we can nd the best set of multipliers (or decide
that no choice of multipliers yields a feasible solution) in polynomial time (if the
number of machines m is xed).
Theorem 3.2. If the number of machines m in the GAP is xed; there exists a poly-
nomial time algorithm to determine an optimal set of multipliers; or to decide that no
vector  2 Rm+ exists such that the modied greedy algorithm nds a feasible solution
of the GAP.
Proof. Each vector  2 Rm+ induces an ordering of the points Pjis, and thus an as-
signment of jobs to machines and an ordering of these assignments. Each of these
orderings is given by a hyperplane in Rm+1, and thus we need to count the number
of hyperplanes giving dierent orderings. Those can be found by shifting hyperplanes
in Rm+1. The number of possible orderings is O(nm+1 log n) (see [9,13]). For each
order obtained, the greedy algorithm requires O(n2) time to compute the solution for
the GAP. Then, all the possible solutions can be found in O(nm+3 log n) time. In the
best case, when at least there exists a vector  2 Rm+ giving a feasible solution, we
need O(log(nm+3 log n)) = O(log n) time to select the best set of multipliers. Thus, in
O(nm+3 log n) we can nd the best set of multipliers, or decide that the modied greedy
algorithm is infeasible for each  2 Rm+.
4. Probabilistic analysis of the algorithm
4.1. A probabilistic model
In this section we will analyze the asymptotical behavior of modied greedy algo-
rithm, when the number of jobs n goes to innity and the number of machines m
remains xed. We impose a stochastic model on the parameters of the GAP, as pro-
posed by Romeijn and Piersma [15].1 Let (Aj; Cj) be an i.i.d. absolutely continuous
random vector in the bounded set [0; A]m  [C; C]m, where Aj = (A1j; : : : ; Amj) and
Cj = (C1j; : : : ; Cmj). Furthermore, let the capacities bi(i = 1; : : : ; m) depend linearly on
n, i.e., bi = in, for positive constants i. Observe that the number of machines m is
xed, thus the size of the instance of the GAP only depends on the number of jobs n.
As shown by Romeijn and Piersma [15], feasibility of the instances of the GAP is
not guaranteed under the above stochastic model, even for the LP-relaxation (LPR) of
the GAP. The following assumption ensures feasibility of the GAP with probability 1
as n goes to innity.
1 Throughout this paper, random variables will be denoted by capital letters, and their realizations by the
corresponding lowercase letters.
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Assumption 4.1. The excess capacity
=min
2


> − E

min
i
(iAi1)

(where 
 is the unit simplex) is strictly positive.
Theorem 4.2 (cf. Romeijn and Piersma [15]). As n !1; the GAP is infeasible with
probability one if < 0; and feasible with probability if > 0.
Under feasibility of the GAP, some results on the convergence of the normalized
optimal value of (LPR) and the GAP are derived in [15]. Let Zn be the random variable
representing the optimal value of the GAP, and ZLPRn be the optimal value of (LPR).
Let Xn be the random vector representing the optimal solution of the GAP, and X LPRn
be the optimal solution of (LPR).
Theorem 4.3 (cf. Romeijn and Piersma [15]). The normalized optimal value of
(LPR); (1=n)ZLPRn ; tends to
  max
>0

E

min
i
(Ci1 + iAi1)

− >

with probability when n goes to innity.
Assumption 4.4 ensures that the normalized optimal value of the GAP converges to
the same constant . Denote by e the vector in Rm whose components are all equal to
one.
Assumption 4.4.  0+(0), the right derivative of  : R! R is strictly positive, where
 (x) = min
>xe

> − E

min
i
(Ci1 + iAi1)

:
Theorem 4.5 (cf. Romeijn and Piersma [15]). Under Assumption 4:4;
Zn6ZLPRn + ( C − C)  m
with probability as n !1; and (1=n)Zn tends to  with probability as n !1.
The proof of this result is based on showing that, under Assumption 4.4, the nor-
malized sum of the slacks of the capacity constraints of the optimal solution of (LPR)
is eventually strictly positive. Since we will make explicit use of this result, we will
state it as a theorem.
Theorem 4.6 (cf. Romeijn and Piersma [15]). Under Assumption 4:4;
mX
i=1
i − 1n
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
AijX LPRij > 0 with probability one as n !1:
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Finally, the following proposition ensures that (LPR) is non-degenerate with proba-
bility one, which will enable us to use Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 4.7. (LPR) is non-degenerate with probability; under the proposed stoch-
astic model.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.2 shows that the feasible region of the dual of (LPR)
can be expressed as
vj + sij = cij + aiji i = 1; : : : ; m; j = 1; : : : ; n: (4)
Any basic solution to this system can be characterized by choosing a subset of m +
n variables to be equal to zero. Degeneracy now means that one of the remaining
variables needs to be zero as well. Since each of the hyperplanes in (4) has a random
coecient and=or right-hand side, this happens with probability zero.
From now on, we will assume that Assumptions 4.1 and 4.4 are satised. In the
remainder of this section we will then show that the modied greedy algorithm is
asymptotically feasible and optimal for two dierent choices of .
In Section 4.2, we consider the choice = n , where 

n represents the optimal dual
multipliers of the capacity constraints of (LPR) when (LPR) is feasible and an arbitrary
non-negative vector when (LPR) is infeasible. (Clearly, if (LPR) is infeasible, so is the
GAP.) Note that this choice depends on the problem instance. Therefore, in Section 4.3
we give conditions under which the sequence of random variables fng converges with
probability one to a vector  2 Rm+, only depending on the probabilistic model. Hence,
the choice of  will be equal for all problem instances (and problem sizes, as measured
by n) corresponding to that model. Again, asymptotic feasibility and optimality will
be shown.
In the remainder of this paper, let XMGn denote the solution of the GAP given by
the modied greedy algorithm, and ZMGn be its objective value. Note that X
MG
n and
ZMGn depend on the choice of . This dependence will be suppressed for notational
convenience, but at any time the particular value of  considered will be clear from
the context.
4.2. The optimal dual multipliers
In this section we will choose the vector of optimal dual multipliers of the capacity
constraints of (LPR), say n , as the multipliers to use in the modied greedy algorithm.
(As mentioned above, if (LPR) is infeasible we let n be any non-negative vector.)
In Theorem 4.8, we show that the modied greedy algorithm is asymptotically fea-
sible with probability one. This proof combines the results of Proposition 3.1, where it
is shown that X LPRn and X
MG
n coincide for the non-split jobs of the solution of (LPR),
and Theorem 4.6. For notational simplicity, we suppress the dependence of the vectors
X LPRn and X
MG
n on n.
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Theorem 4.8. The modied greedy algorithm is asymptotically feasible with proba-
bility one; when = n .
Proof. Note that the result follows if
mX
i=1
i − 1n
mX
i=1
X
j2NS
AijXMGij > 0 (5)
with probability when n goes to innity, since this implies that the capacity remaining
for the jobs in S grows linearly in n, while jSj6m (see [2], and Lemma 2.1).
To show this result, recall that by Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.7, (LPR) is feasible
and non-degenerate with probability one. For any feasible and non-degenerate instance,
Proposition 3.1 now says that xLPR and xMG coincide for each job j 2 NS, the set of
non-split jobs of (LPR). In other words, for each problem instance,
xLPRij = x
HS
ij for all j 2 NS; i = 1; : : : ; m:
Thus,
mX
i=1
i − 1n
mX
i=1
X
j2NS
AijXMGij =
mX
i=1
i − 1n
mX
i=1
X
j2NS
AijX LPRij
>
mX
i=1
i − 1n
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
AijX LPRij
> 0 (6)
with probability as n !1, where the strict inequality (6) follows from Theorem 4.6.
In Theorem 4.9, we show that the modied greedy algorithm is asymptotically op-
timal with probability. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.8.
Theorem 4.9. The modied greedy algorithm is asymptotically optimal with proba-
bility one; when = n .
Proof. From Theorem 4.8 we know that the modied greedy algorithm is asymp-
totically feasible with probability, for  = n . Moreover, Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 im-
ply that j(1=n)Zn − (1=n)ZLPRn j ! 0 with probability. It thus suces to show that
j(1=n)ZLPRn − (1=n)ZMGn j ! 0 with probability. By denition,1nZLPRn − 1nZMGn
= 1nZMGn − 1nZLPRn
=
1
n
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
CijXMGij −
1
n
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
CijX LPRij
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=
1
n
mX
i=1
X
j2S
CijXMGij −
1
n
mX
i=1
X
j2S
CijX LPRij
6 C
m
n
− Cm
n
! 0 with probability one; (7)
where Eq. (7) follows from Proposition 3.1, since (LPR) is feasible and non-degenerate
with probability one (see Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.7). Thus, the result follows.
4.3. A unique vector of multipliers
The asymptotic optimality of the modied greedy algorithm has been proved by
choosing  = n . However, using this choice the vector of multipliers depends on the
problem instance. In this section, we will derive conditions under which a single vector
of multipliers suces for all instances and problem sizes (as measured by the number
of jobs) under a given probabilistic model. (See Rinnooy et al. [13] for an analogous
result for a class of generalized greedy algorithms for the Multi-Knapsack Problem.)
Let L : Rm ! R be the function dened by
L() = E

min
i=1;:::;m
(Ci1 + iAi1)

− >: (8)
Recall from Theorem 4.3 that the maximum value of the function L on the set Rm+
is equal to . We will rst show that, under some regularity conditions, the function
L has a unique maximizer, say , over the non-negative orthant. Next we prove that
the modied greedy algorithm, with = , is asymptotically feasible and optimal.
Lemma 4.10. The following statements hold:
(i) The function L is concave.
(ii) L(n)!  with probability when n goes to innity.
Proof. See the appendix.
In the remainder of this paper we will impose the following regularity conditions.
Assumption 4.11. For each i = 1; : : : ; m,
(i) E(Ai1)>i.
(ii) E(Ai1Ii)> 0, where Ii is a random variable taking the value 1 if i=argmins Cs1,
and 0 otherwise.
Assumption 4.11(i) says that there should be no machine that can process all jobs
with probability one (if n goes to innity). Assumption 4.11(ii) says that every machine
should be desirable for a signicant (i.e., increasing linearly with n with probability
one) number of jobs when processing costs are taken into account.
We are now able to show the rst main results of this section.
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Theorem 4.12. If the density of (C1; A1) is strictly positive over a convex open set;
and if Assumption 4:11 holds; then L has a unique maximizer on the set Rm+.
Proof. See the appendix.
Proposition 4.13. If the density of (C1; A1) is strictly positive on a convex open set;
and if Assumption 4:11 holds; there exists a unique vector  2 Rm+ such that
n ! 
with probability one when n goes to innity.
Proof. This result follows immediately by using Corollary 27:2:2 in Rockafellar [14],
Lemma 4.10, Theorem 4.12, and the remark following Eq. (8) at the beginning of this
section.
The asymptotic results are based on showing that the algorithm assigns most of
the jobs in the same way when using  or n , when n is large enough. Recall that
NSn represents the set of non-split jobs of the optimal solution for (LPR) and j is
calculated with vector .
First, we will dene a barrier n such that the best machine with  and n is the
same for each job j satisfying j > n. The barrier n is dened as
n = sup
j=1;:::; n
max
‘ 6=i
((‘ − (n)‘)a‘j − (i − (n)i)aij);
where (n)‘ represents the ‘th component of vector 

n 2 Rm+. Note that n>0.
Proposition 4.14. If j > n; then
arg min
s
(csj + s asj) = arg mins (csj + (

n)sasj):
Proof. Let j be a job with j > n. Since n is non-negative, the desirability of job j
is strictly positive, so that ij = argmins(csj + 

s asj) is unique.
Using the denition of n, j > n implies that
j >max
‘ 6=i
((‘ − (n)‘)a‘j − (i − (n)i)aij):
Since j =mins 6=ij ((csj + 

s asj)− (cijj + ij aijj)), we thus have that
min
s 6=ij
((csj + s asj)− (cijj + ij aijj))>max‘ 6=ij ((

‘ − (n)‘)a‘j − (ij − (n)ij)aijj):
This implies that, for s 6= ij,
(csj + s asj)− (cijj + ij aijj)> (s − (n)s)asj − (ij − (n)ij)aijj
and thus
csj + (n)sasj > cijj + (

n)ij aijj
so, ij = argmins(csj + (

n)sasj).
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Corollary 4.15. If (LPR) is feasible and non-degenerate; each j with j > n is a
non-split job of (LPR).
Proof. From Proposition 4.14, if j > n
min
s
(csj + (n)sasj)
is reached at exactly one component. Since (LPR) is feasible and non-degenerate, result
follows from Proposition 2.2(i).
We may observe that the modied greedy algorithm with  =  can assign all
jobs with desirability j > n, since all those jobs are non-split jobs of the optimal
solution of (LPR) by Corollary 4.15, and they are assigned to the same machine as
in the solution to (LPR) by Proposition 4.14. We will now study the behaviour of n
as n !1.
Lemma 4.16. n tends to 0 with probability one as n goes to innity.
Proof. This result follows immediately from Proposition 4.13.
We already know that the modied greedy algorithm schedules all the jobs with
desirability j > n without violating any capacity constraint. What remains to be shown
is that there is enough space to assign the remaining jobs. In the next result, we study
the number of jobs that has not been assigned yet. We will denote this set by Nn, i.e.,
Nn = fj = 1; : : : ; n: j6ng:
Proposition 4.17. We have that jNnj=n ! 0 with probability one when n goes to
innity.
Proof. Let F1 be the distribution function of the random variable 1. Given a number
of jobs n, we dene a Boolean random variable Yjn which takes value 1 if j6n, and
0 otherwise, for each j = 1; : : : ; n. So,
jNnj
n
=
Pn
j=1 Yjn
n
:
For xed n, the variables Yjn are identically distributed as a Bernoulli random variable
with parameter P(j6n) = P(16n) = F1 (n).
Now assume that the desired result is not true. Then, there exists a subsequence
fjNnk j=nkg which tends to ‘> 0, since the original sequence lies completely in the
compact set [0; 1]. Now, consider the sequence of variables Yj taking the value 1
if j6F−11 (‘=2), and 0 otherwise. The variables Yj are i.i.d. as a Bernoulli random
variable with parameter P(j6F−11 (‘=2)) = F1 (F
−1
1 (l=2)) = ‘=2. Using Lemma 4.16
and the absolute continuity of the variables C1 and A1, there exists a constant n0 2 N
such that for all n>n0, F1 (n)<‘=2, which implies that for each nk>n0 Yjnk6 Yj,
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and then
jNnk j
nk
=
Pnk
j=1 Yjnk
nk
6
Pnk
j=1
Yj
nk
! ‘
2
;
where the convergence follows by the strong law of the large numbers. But this con-
tradicts the fact that jNnk j=nk tends to ‘.
Now, we are able to prove that the modied greedy algorithm is asymptotically
feasible when = , with probability one.
Theorem 4.18. The modied greedy algorithm is asymptotically feasible with proba-
bility one for = .
Proof. Since (LPR) is feasible and non-degenerate with probability one (see
Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.7), from Corollary 4.15 we have that xLPR and xMG
coincide for each job j 62Nn, that is
xLPRij = x
MG
ij for all j 62Nn; i = 1; : : : ; m:
Thus,
1
n
0
@ mX
i=1
bi −
mX
i=1
X
j 62Nn
AijXMGij
1
A = mX
i=1
i − 1n
mX
i=1
X
j 62Nn
AijXMGij
=
mX
i=1
i − 1n
mX
i=1
X
j 62Nn
AijX LPRij
>
mX
i=1
i − 1n
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
AijX LPRij
> 0 with probability one as n !1; (9)
where inequality (9) follows from Theorem 4.6. To assign the remaining jobs it is
enough to show that
mX
i=1
$
bi −
Pn
j=1 AijX
LPR
ij
A
%
>jNnj
which is true if
mX
i=1
 
bi −
Pn
j=1 AijX
LPR
ij
A
!
>m+ jNnj
or
1
n
mX
i=1
0
@bi − nX
j=1
AijX LPRij
1
A>m+ jNnj
n

A:
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From Proposition 4:16, jNnj=n tends to zero with probability one when n goes to
innity, so together with inequality (9) the result follows.
Finally, we can prove asymptotic optimality with probability one of the modied
greedy algorithm when = .
Theorem 4.19. The modied greedy algorithm is asymptotically optimal with proba-
bility one.
Proof. From Theorem 4.18, the modied greedy algorithm is asymptotically feasible
with probability one.
In a similar fashion as for Theorem 4.9, we have that (1=n)Zn − (1=n)ZLPRn ! 0. It
then remains to show that (1=n)ZLPRn − (1=n)ZMGn ! 0. By denition,1nZLPRn − 1nZMGn
= 1nZMGn − 1nZLPRn
=
1
n
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
CijXMGij −
1
n
mX
i=1
nX
j=1
CijX LPRij
=
1
n
mX
i=1
X
j2Nn
CijXMGij −
1
n
mX
i=1
X
j2Nn
CijX LPRij (10)
6 C
jNnj
n
− C jNnj
n
: (11)
Equality (10) follows from Proposition 4.14, since (LPR) is feasible and non-degenerate
with probability one (see Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.7). Then, using Proposition
4:16, both of the terms in (11) tend to zero with probability one when n goes to
innity.
5. Summary
In this paper we have considered the Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) of
nding a minimum-cost assignment of jobs to machines. From a probabilistic analysis
of the optimal value function of this problem, we have constructed a new class of
greedy algorithms. Although we cannot guarantee that this algorithm nds a feasible,
let alone optimal solution, we are able to show that, under a stochastic model of
the problem parameters, a member of the class (that only depends on this stochastic
model) is asymptotically feasible and optimal with probability one. Moreover, we have
shown that the best solution obtainable by any member of the class can be found in
polynomial time, when the number of machines is considered xed.
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Appendix
Let Ln : Rm ! R be a real-valued function dened as
Ln() =
1
n
nX
j=1
min
i
(cij + iaij)− >:
To prove Lemma 4.10 we rst need to prove the following auxiliary result. Recall that
 = n is dened as the vector of optimal dual multipliers of the capacity constraints
of (LPR) when (LPR) is feasible and an arbitrary non-negative vector when (LPR) is
infeasible.
Proposition A.1. The following statements hold:
(i) If (LPR) is feasible; n is the maximizer of function Ln on the set of non-negative
vectors  2 Rm.
(ii) Ln(n)! ; with probability one when n goes to innity.
(iii) For n large enough; n has at least one component equal to zero with probability
one.
Proof. From the formulation of the dual problem (D) we can deduce vj = mini(cij +
iaij) and the optimal value of (D) can be written as
max
>0
0
@ nX
j=1
min
i
(cij + iaij)− >b
1
A= n max
>0
0
@1
n
nX
j=1
min
i
(cij + iaij)− >
1
A
= n max
>0
Ln();
and statement (i) follows.
By strong duality, Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.7, (1=n)ZLPRn = Ln(

n). Statement
(ii) now follows by using Theorem 4.3.
In the proof of Theorem 4.5, functions 	n are dened as
	n(x) = min
>xe
0
@T − 1
n
nX
j=1
min
i
(cij + iaij)
1
A
=−max
>xe
Ln():
In this proof it is shown that the sequence f	ng converges pointwise to function 	.
Moreover, under Assumption 4.4, it is deduced that,
lim inf
n!1 (	n)
0
+(0)> 0 with probability one: (A.1)
In particular, 	n(0)=−max2Rm+ Ln(). From (A.1), eventually, 	n(j)>	n(0) (where
j> 0). Thus, the maximum of function Ln on Rm+ cannot be reached in a vector with
all components strictly positive.
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Now we are able to prove Lemma 4.10.
Lemma 4.10. The following statements hold:
(i) The function L is concave.
(ii) L(n)!  with probability one when n goes to innity.
Proof. Using the strong law of large numbers, it is easy to see that the sequence of
functions Ln converges pointwise to the function L, with probability one. Each of the
functions Ln is concave on Rm+, since it is expressed as the algebraic sum of a linear
function and the minimum of linear functions. Thus, statement (i) follows by using
pointwise convergence of Ln to L on Rm+.
To prove statement (ii), we rst show uniform convergence of the functions Ln to
L on a compact set containing the maximizers of the functions Ln and L. Let B be the
compact set on Rm+ dened as
B=
n
 2 Rm: >0; E

max
s
(Cs1)−min
i
(Ci1)

− >>0
o
: (A.2)
Using the strong law of large numbers, we have
Pr
0
@9n1: 8n>n1; 1n
nX
j=1

max
s
(csj)−min
i
(cij)

61 + E

max
s
(Cs1)−min
i
(Ci1)

= 1: (A.3)
Since Assumption 4.4 is satised, Proposition A.1(iii) assures that if n is large enough
Ln reaches its maximum in a vector with at least one component equal to zero, with
probability one. By increasing n1 in (A.3) if necessary, we can assume that for each
n>n1; n has at least one component equal to zero with probability one. We will
show that, for a xed n>n1, each vector  2 Rm+, with   0 and  62 B is no better
than the origin, that is, Ln()6Ln(0).
Ln() =
1
n
nX
j=1
min
i
(cij + iaij)− >
6
1
n
nX
j=1
max
i
(cij)− > (A.4)
<
1
n
nX
j=1
min
i
(cij) (A.5)
=Ln(0):
Inequality (A.4) follows from the fact that Ln reaches its maximum in a vector with
at least one component equal to zero, and strict inequality (A.5) follows since  62 B
and  2 Rm+. This means that, for each  62 B;  2 Rm+
Pr(9n1: 8n>n1; Ln()6Ln(0)) = 1:
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Since the origin belongs to B, this implies that n 2 B for each n>n1, with probability
one. In a similar fashion we can prove that each maximizer of the function L belongs
to B. Note that the set B is compact since E(maxs(Cs1)−mini(Ci1)) is nite.
Theorem 10:8 in Rockafellar [14] shows that Ln converges uniformly to L with
probability one on B. Now consider the following inequality
jL(n)− j6jL(n)− Ln(n)j+ jLn(n)− j:
From the uniform convergence the rst term of the right-hand side tends to zero and
from Proposition A.1(ii) the second term tends to zero, and statement (ii) follows.
To prove Theorem 4.12, we rst derive the Hessian of the function L. Before we
do this, we will rst introduce some simplifying notation. If c 2 Rm, then we dene
c(k) = (c1; : : : ; ck−1; ck+1; : : : ; cm) 2 Rm−1. Moreover, we interpret (c(k); z) to be equiv-
alent to (c1; : : : ; ck−1; z; ck+1; : : : ; cm), where the usage of either notation is dictated by
convenience, and where the meaning should be clear from the context. Similarly, we
dene c(k; i) to be the vector in Rm−2 which can be obtained from c by removing both
ck and ci.
In the next result we will suppress, for notational convenience, the index 1 in the
vector (C1; A1).
Lemma A.2. Let (C; A) be a random vector with absolutely continuous distributions
in [C; C]m[0; A]m. Then the function L is twice dierentiable; and for each k=1; : : : ; m
@L()
@k
=E(AkXk())− k ;
@2L()
@i@k
=
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
EA
 
AkAi
Z C
C
  
Z C
C
Xki()
fjA

c(k);min
s 6=k
(cs + sAs)− kAk

dc(k)

if i 6= k;
EA
 
−A2k
Z C
C
  
Z C
C
fjA

c(k);min
s 6=k
(cs + sAs)− kAk

dc(k)

if i = k;
where Xk() is a Boolean random variable taking the value 1 if k = argmins(Cs
+ sAs) and 0 otherwise; Xki() is a Boolean random variable taking the value 1 if
i=argmins 6=k(Cs+sAs) and 0 otherwise; and fjA is the density function of the vector
C conditional upon A.
Proof. For notational simplicity, dene
~L() = E

min
i
(Ci + iAi)

: (A.6)
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We will determine the rst and second order partial derivatives of ~L. The rst and
second order partial derivatives of L can then be determined from the following rela-
tionship between L and ~L.
@L()
@k
=
@ ~L()
@k
− k ;
@2L()
@i@k
=
@2 ~L()
@i@k
:
Function ~L can be written as
~L() = EA
 
mX
i=1
Z C
C
: : :
Z C
C
Z mins 6=i(cs+sAs)−iAi
C
(ci + iAi)f(c) dci dc(i)
!
;
where f is the density function of vector C. Here we have assumed without loss of
generality that the vectors C and A are independent. If they are not, then the density
function f should be replaced by fjA, the density function of C conditioned by A,
throughout this proof.
By the Dominated Convergence Theorem, the rst partial derivatives of ~L with
respect to k (k = 1; : : : ; m) are equal to
@ ~L()
@k
=
@
@k
 
EA
"Z C
C
  
Z C
C
Z mins 6=k (cs+sAs)−kAk
C
(ck + kAk)f(c) dci dc(i)
#
+EA
2
4X
i 6=k
Z C
C
  
Z C
C
Z mins 6=i(cs+sAs)−iAi
C
(ci + iAi)f(c) dci dc(i)
3
5
1
A
=EA
"Z C
C
  
Z C
C
Z mins 6=k (cs+sAs)−kAk
C
Akf(c) dci dc(i)
#
−EA
"Z C
C
  
Z C
C
Ak min
s 6=k
(cs + sAs)f

c(k);min
s 6=k
(cs + sAs)− kAk

dc(k)
#
(A.7)
+
X
i 6=k
EA
"Z C
C
  
Z C
C
min
s 6=i
(cs + sAs)
@
@k

min
s 6=i
(cs + sAs)

f

c(i);min
s 6=i
(cs + sAs)− iAi

dc(i)

: (A.8)
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We will show that terms (A.7) and (A.8) are equal, and thus their dierence vanishes.
We observe that (A.7) can be written as follows:
EA
"Z C
C
  
Z C
C
Ak min
s 6=k
(cs + sAs)f

c(k);min
s 6=k
(cs + sAs)− kAk

dc(k)
#
=EA
2
4X
i 6=k
Z C
C
: : :
Z mins 6=k; i(cs+sAs)−iAi
C
Ak(ci + iAi)
f(c(k); ci + iAi − kAk) dci dc(k; i)

=EA
2
4X
i 6=k
Z C
C
  
Z mins 6=k; i(cs+sAs)−kAk
C+iAi−kAk
Ak(ck + kAk)
f(c(i); ck + kAk − iAi) dck dc(i; k)

:
The rst equality has been obtained by varying the index i where mins 6=k(cs+ sAs) is
reached, and the second one by making a change of variables. With respect to (A.8),
the partial derivative (@=@k)(mins 6=i(cs+sAs)) has value dierent from zero only when
mins 6=i(cs + sAs) is reached at s= k. Thus, we have that
X
i 6=k
EA
"Z C
C
  
Z C
C

min
s 6=i
(cs + sAs)

@
@k

min
s 6=i
(cs + sAs)

f

c(i);min
s 6=i
(cs + sAs)− iAi

dc(i)

=EA
2
4X
i 6=k
Z C
C
  
Z mins 6=k; i(cs+sAs)−kAk
C
Ak(ck + kAk)
f(c(i); ck + kAk − iAi) dck dc(i; k)

:
Thus (A.8) and (A.7) can be written as
EA
2
4X
i 6=k
Z C
C
  
Z C+iAi−kAk
C
Ak(ck + kAk)f(c(i); ck + kAk − iAi) dck dc(i; k)
3
5 :
(A.9)
Now note that, for all ck 2 [C; C+iAi−kAk ]; ck+kAk−iAi6C, so that expression
(A.9) equals 0. Thus the rst partial derivatives of ~L can be written as
@ ~L()
@k
= EA
"Z C
C
  
Z C
C
Z mins 6=k (cs+sAs)−kAk
C
Akf(c) dc
#
= E(AkXk()):
The expression of the second order partial derivatives follow in a similar way.
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Theorem 4.12. If the density of (C1; A1) is strictly positive over a convex open set;
and if Assumption 4:11 holds; then L has a unique maximizer on the set Rm+.
Proof. For notational convenience, we suppress the index 1 in the vector (C1; A1).
From the proof of Lemma A:1, we know that
sup
2Rm+
L() = max
2B
L();
where B is a compact set dened by (A.2). Thus, the function L has at least one
maximizer  on Rm+. In the following, we will show uniqueness of this maximizer.
Denote by I the set of non-active capacity constraints for  with dual multiplier
equal to zero, that is
I = fi: i = 0; E[AiXi()]<ig:
From the sucient second-order condition, it is enough to show that H (), the Hessian
of L at , is negative denite on the subspace
M = fy 2 Rm: yl = 0; 8l 2 Ig:
Now let y 2 M; y 6= 0, and evaluate the quadratic form associated with the Hessian
of L in :
y>H ()y
=
X
k; i =2I
i>k
2ykyiEA
"
AkAi
Z C
C
: : :
Z C
C
Xki()
fjA
 
c(k);min
s 6=k
(cs + s As)− k Ak
!
dc(k)
#
+
X
k 62I
y2kEA
"
− A2k
Z C
C
: : :
Z C
C
fjA
 
c(k);min
s 6=k
(cs + s As)− k Ak
!
dc(k)
#
=−
X
k; i 62I
i>k
EA
"
(ykAk − yiAi)2
Z C
C
: : :
Z C
C
Xki()
fjA
 
c(k);min
s 6=k
(cs + s As)− k Ak
!
dc(k)
#
−
X
k 62I
y2k
X
l2I
EA
"
A2k
Z C
C
: : :
Z C
C
Xkl()
fjA
 
c(k);min
s 6=k
(cs + s As)− k Ak
!
dc(k)
#
:
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Since the vector (C; A) has positive density on an open set, so does A, and then,
EA[(ykAk − yiAi)2]> 0 if (yk ; yi) 6= (0; 0):
To prove that y>H ()y> 0, it is enough to show that for each k 62 I there exists a
vector (c(k); a) such that
fjA=a

c(k);min
s 6=k
(cs + s as)− k ak

> 0
or, equivalently, there exists a vector (c(k); a) such that
k(c(k); a) + k ak <mins 6=k
(cs + s as)<k(c(k); a) + 

k ak ;
where (k(c(k); a); k(c(k); a)) is the interval where Ck has positive density when
(C(k); A)=(c(k); a). Now suppose that this vector does not exist. Then mins 6=k(cs+s as)
6k(c(k); a)+k ak or mins 6=k(cs+

s as)>k(c(k); a)+

k ak , for all vectors (c(k); a) with
positive density (since this set is convex and open). In the rst case
min
s 6=k
cs6min
s 6=k
(cs + s as)6k(c(k); a) + 

k ak = k(c(k); a):
But then E(AkXk(0))=0, which contradicts Assumption 4.11(ii). In the second case, it
can be deduced that E(Ak)=E(AkXk())<k , which contradicts Assumption 4.11(i).
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